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A Large Haptic Device for Aircraft Engine Maintainability he Virtual Reality for Maintainability (Revima) VR system supports maintainability simulation in aeronautics. Within this project we have developed and integrated a haptic device, the Large Haptic Interface for Aeronautic Maintainability (LHIfAM). We use this device to track hand movements and provide force feedback within the large geometric models that describe aircraft engines. The user movements are the same as those that occur when testing physical mockups. This fact provides an enhanced An integrated haptic device sense of real manipulation and can reduce new aircraft engine develand VR system for testing opment costs. ITP—a supplier of low-pressure turbines for Rollsaircraft engines reduces Royce that also participates in the EJ200 engine and the TP400 engine development costs and program—uses our system to perform accessibility, interference, and avoids the necessity of maintainability analysis by using VR techniques. Finally, using the physical mock-ups for LHIfAM avoids having to build physical mock-ups for maintainmaintainability. ability analysis purposes.



T



System overview One of the most relevant aspects about maintainability is human and tool accessibility analysis—that is, providing data to analyze assembly and disassembly sequences and times. Technology has overcome the need for a physical mock-up for design purposes. However, we must use a physical mock-up to evaluate engine maintainability during the development stage. Dressings and maintainability design have always aimed to delete— partially or totally—the mock-up, at least during the developmental phase. During the production stage, the ﬁrst production engine could be used as a mock-up. Although these mock-ups can be used for other applications, such as training or demos, the ultimate purpose of the construction is to check maintainability. The expenses derived from these mock-ups led ITP to research an alternative: using haptic devices.
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We built Revima from scratch at the Centro de Estudios e Investigaciones Tecnicas (CEIT) Applied Mechanical Department. The project development brought together mechanical design, control theory, computer graphics, computational geometry, and human−computer interaction. The project required the development of the LHIfAM tracking system with force feedback. Figure 1 shows an example of a virtual operation and offers an insight into the integration between the LHIfAM haptic interface and the Revima visualization system. One speciﬁc objective of our mechanical design was that the device’s workspace should match that of an aircraft engine, preserving low inertia. The software developed for Revima involves 3D visualization, evaluation of collisions,1,2 and haptic control.3 The main problem is the complexity and enormous size of the CAD input models. These models have more than one million triangles. The models can come directly from any CAD system and they have not been optimized for our purposes. Revima requires two Pentium III (at minimum) PCs. The control PC executes the control module to command the LHIfAM. The simulation PC runs the main module, GUI, collision solver, and graphics engine. The visualization and collision modules are distributed between the two processors.3 Revima has two video outputs: the GUI and the 3D virtual scene. The second video output can be connected to a monitor, a screen projector, or both. Over the past three years the system has migrated through different PC hardware platforms, although the original hardware is still in use for industrial applications. So far, Revima has been connected to LHIfAM, SensAble Technologies’ Phantom Premium 1.0, Ascension Technology’s tracking 3D mouse, and 3Dconnexion’s 6DOF Space Mouse.



Haptic interface LHIfAM (see Figure 2 and Figure 3, which is on page 72) is ﬂoor-grounded due to the large workspace needed for the maintainability application. Its workspace
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1 LHIfAM in a virtual maintainability operation on a CAD aircraft engine model.



occupies a cylindrical sector, which corresponds to a large subset of a full-scale 3D aircraft engine. An interesting feature of LHIfAM is that we can relocate its workspace to reproduce different maintenance operations and check different situations from an ergonomic point of view. Maintenance operations require different positions: Sometimes the user must simulate working below the engine and sometimes above the engine. The haptic device provides force feedback in 3 translational DOF, while a compact wrist structure measures, but does not actuate, three additional orientations. The mechanism can be broken into three subsystems: a linear guide, a 2-DOF mechanism, and a wrist attachment. We designed and studied a variant of the parallelogram mechanism to obtain the 2 DOF in a plane. This system is mounted on a linear guide, obtaining the required 3 translational DOF. A roll-pitch-roll wrist attachment at the end point of the translational mechanism measures the orientations of the end effector. This kinematic structure consists mainly of revolute joints, commonly found in robotics. A cylindrical joint provides the linear motion. Figure 2 shows a representation of the whole system and a user handling the end effector. The ﬁgure includes the cylindrical shape and the workspace’s main dimensions. Gravity compensation is an important challenge for haptic devices that operate in large workspaces. We use a passive (rather than an active) compensating method based on mass distribution. Figure 4 (next page) shows an exploded view of the manipulator without the translational guide. This ﬁgure displays the parallelogram’s topology and how our design distributes the mass of each link and subsystem to achieve the gravity compensation goal. This means that the system is counterbalanced at any position. The gravity compensation we achieved with our design was a difﬁcult challenge to overcome.
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Mechanical design of LHIfAM.



Table 1 (page 73) summarizes the system’s main characteristics. Regarding the translations, the workspace reached by the device presents a cylindrical geometry. Its dimensions are as follows: 235-millimeter internal radius, 790-mm external radius, 1,500-mm length, and 120degree angle. Figure 2 shows a drawing of this volume. Regarding the rotations, a roll-pitch-roll wrist provides the three orientations. Our design of the roll-pitch-
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3 Different workspace locations: (a) top, (b) front, and (c) bottom.



(a)



(b)



(c)



we designed a linear cable transmission (for which a patent is pending) for the translational movement that covers a long stroke (1.5 meters of longitudinal displacement). High resolution optical encoders measure all the degrees of freedom. Link 2 Besides the workspace’s shape Link 3 and size, one distinctive feature of Force the LHIfAM is that we can reconﬁgsensor ure the basic cylindrical sector. Two Rollcolumns support the linear-motion Cylindrical joint pitchCounterbalance guide, which lets users place the sysroll wrist parallelogram tem at different heights and orienarchitecture tations, depending on the required Link 1 maintainability task. One interesting characteristic presented by the End effector mechanism is that it not only counCable terbalances the system inside its transmission workspace, but it keeps gravity compulleys pensated at any position when the Linear carriage relocation is carried out. Now we shall consider another problem: the inertia of the haptic device. When no contact exists between the operator and the virtual environment (no collision), the 4 Exploded view of LHIfAM. operator—via the haptic interface— should feel no force. The user should roll wrist addresses three important objectives: light- feel a movement restriction (a force) only when virtually ness, robustness, and wide movement range. In fact, the moving any hardware (tool or motor part), or when weight of the complete orientation mechanism, sensors there is a collision state. The price for obtaining the large workspace using a included, is less than 140 grams and its rotational workspace allows for nearly two spins (630-degree roll), 300- translational DOF is the apparent inertia presented in that direction. We employed two techniques to reduce this degree pitch, and continuous roll. The end effector connected to the wrist is inter- inertia. First, we made the design as lightweight as poschangeable between different shapes to reproduce sev- sible and used lightweight materials such as high-strength eral ways of holding tools. Users often use a rod that aluminum and carbon ﬁber. Next, we developed an active they can hold like a pen (for increased dexterity) or like decreasing-inertia method using force feed forward. When the user applies a slight axial effort to accelera handle (for increased power). The maximum continuous force that the device can ate or decelerate the carriage, a force sensor detects the provide is about 16 Newtons, while the limit of the peak force applied by the user. Considering the applied force, force is about 70 N. The motors used for the actuated DOF the system can guess the user’s intention. It responds are Maxon RE40 148877 DC motors. To obtain a smooth using a force actuator that overcomes the inertia. The motion without backslash in haptic devices, revolute force sensor is located in the wrist mechanism, as Figjoints often use cable transmission.4 Following that idea, ure 4 shows. Link 4
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The inertia felt by the user in the Z movement is reduced from 5 kilograms to less than 1, and even more importantly, this value matches the apparent inertia presented in the other directions, achieving the isotropy desired in any haptic interface. Our haptic is midway between two types of devices: impedance and admittance.5 It’s a research prototype, which shows that it’s possible to develop reversible haptic systems larger than those currently available. It also proves that simple designs can provide cost effective solutions to problems of a relatively large dimension.



Experience gathered from industry ITP technicians at CEIT tested the ﬁrst prototype of Revima, including all the elements described in this article. ITP installed the system in December 2002. ITP has provided the following data and comments. Up until the time of the Revima installation, ITP was using the visualization tools provided by commercial CAD systems. Members of ITP’s information technology department said that Revima is currently saving 30 percent in the time spent in model inspection. As we said in the “System overview” section, different devices can control Revima. Users mostly prefer to sit down using the desktop version that comes with a monitor and the Space Mouse. In this configuration, instead of force feedback, the user relies on visual and acoustic feedback. However, at least 10 percent of the ITP users’ required analyses cannot be performed without employing the haptic interface. They also tend to use the desktop version to prepare sketches for training courses, although the ﬁnal version must be completed using the haptic system. ITP engineers said that the haptic device makes it easier to control movement of an object being put into or removed from a model. This helps when the operation is complex. Revima has proven useful for maintainability evaluation (accessibility analyses) in dressing programs. Revima has enabled more efficient design processes for these programs and both the hand movement tracking and tools in the graphic scene helped sort out many situations that weren’t clear when using conventional visualization tools. Revima needs to improve the haptic behavior when it is immersed into a complex environment. A new prototype will include torque as well as force feedback, the need for which other authors have also noted.6 From a product point of view, the system should integrate directly with commercial product data management to link more closely with CAD databases. Because the design procedure generates many versions, exporting data from the PDM to Revima each time the haptic is used becomes tedious.



Conclusions Haptics can be directly applied to industry and these systems might lead to important cost reductions. Our system demonstrates that it’s possible for a device with a workspace as large as an aircraft engine to have low apparent inertia. This matching of workspaces and the ability to relocate its spatial position are especially useful in performing ergonomic studies.



Table 1. LHIfAM speciﬁcations. Characteristic



Speciﬁcation



Force feedback Position sensing Translational workspace Minimum radius Maximum radius Z dimension Angle Reachable volume Rotational workspace Roll Pitch End roll Linear resolution X Y Z Angular resolution Force Maximum Z force Maximum X-Y force Continuous Z force Continuous X-Y force Apparent inertia Z direction (not controlled) Z direction (controlled) X-Y plane (center point) X-Y plane (80% of the workspace) Sampling frequency



3 DOF 6 DOF 235 mm 790 mm 1,500 mm 120° 0.9 m3 630° 300° Continuous 0.022 mm 0.024 mm 0.004 mm 0.044° 42.5 N 72 N 10 N 16 N 5 kg 0.83 kg 0.86 kg Less than 1.3 kg 1,000 Hz



Another interesting characteristic of this system is that CAD models created in the design phase can be directly used for maintainability. Our current effort is to add torque feedback into the system to achieve more realistic feelings in the maintainability tasks. ■
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